Abstract

“Shrimanth Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj lived the Pavitra Mantra of Sarv Panth Sambhav, he saw dream for the swarajya, nation.”

– Hon. Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

At present our nation is situated on the pyre of terrorism and non-violence. He destroyed this kind of things, power and present techniques are not sufficient. Defense force need to learn Chhatrapati Shivaji’s management techniques on the battle ground to gain victory with minimum soldiers.

Defense stream should be strong, nation has to provide facility and priority to military defense force. Due to them nation and the people of the nation live peaceful life.

Defense has to learn importance of the management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battle ground. Hoe he fought against enemies with minimum power and every time he succeed. Important feature of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s war techniques called in management guru. How he used his military force and administration to get success on the battle ground, amazing.

The whole life of Chhatrapati Shivaji is the description of the travel from zero to a great administrator king. Chhatrapati Shivaji was not only well known warrior but also management expert. He used welfare of common man and national welfare management for all. Different types of management technique on battle ground is art of getting things done through people.

Various nations from the world are against the terrorism problem with a very critical condition and our nation, India is one of them, fighting on the same issue. Lot of peoples, soldiers of India died in the operation against terrorism and nexalism thinking and activities.

There is a huge cost of human live in nation as well as family. Nation has to use advance and powerful operation against terrorist and nexalist. There is no another highly appreciable option to study well the importance of management techniques of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the
battleground for procedure against violence. This is the suggestible work to learn war ideas with minimum work force and there is guarantee of definite victory on huge level.

Chhatrapati Shivaji used few ignored forts of Adilshahi region to keep foundation stone of Swarajya. He captured these forts with a small operation, battle with minimum soldiers. These forts were Torna, Murumbdev (Rajgad), Rohida, Kondhana (Sinhagad later). He used trick to kill Afzal Khan who was very strong with a very powerful army of 75,000 soldiers. His army was 5 times more than military of Chhatrapati Shivaji. He used plan to kill Afzal Khan that was the great height of his management technique in the war.

The use of innovative policy in each and every war campaign and war situation made by Chhatrapati Shivaji. He never repeated same technique against the enemy in any war ground. Due to same, Chatrapati Shivaji’s enemies always found very confuse about the warfare policy of Chhatrapati Shivaji on the battleground against them. He used enough soldiers in each campaigning.

String operation against Shahistekhan, which was the great remarkable string commando operation in the world. The attack of Chhatrapati Shivaji with soldiers at the midnight while a strong security of 1,00,000 soldiers at Lal Mahal for Mughal sardaar Shahista Khan.

Kaltalf Khan, who was a sardar of Shahista Khan defeated by Shivaji in the Battle of Umberkhind with few soldiers. Chhatrapati Shivaji sacked the wealthy city of mughal empire, surat city, in 1664.

Chhatrapati Shivaji made great planning graph to discharge from Aurangjeb mughal custudy at Agra. He used extreme work to run from the Agra fort.

After the escape from Agra, Chhatrapati Shivaji used very strong policy for Mughal and other sultanates from south region. He returned against Mughal, in form of his forts again which lost by him in the treaty with Mughal at Purander. Chhatrapati shivaji won lot of area till Jinji after his coronation, in the period of 1677-1678.

Chhatrapati Shivaji used very effective and practical strategies in his career. His management techniques and its fibulas use show him the superb part of the divine victory. Chhatrapati
Shivaji’s proper discipline, constitution and the fully furnishes structure of military or power force were actual features of his winning policy.

The well-disciplined army and naval force which based on dedication and commitment made by Chhatrapati Shivaji. The main feature of this army and naval force were result-oriented force. The successful policy in his campaigning to build strong nation used by Chhatrapati Shivaji.

He was the first Asian King who founded very strong and example Naval Force in the Arabian Sea, west part of India very proudly. Chhatrapati Shivaji’s all forts were central to his admirable strong empire. These central forts were very important source of information and history about his divine rule. The management techniques on the Battle Ground give his success in the most of wars of his extreme career as a king.

There was very importance of forts in Chhatrapati Shivaji’s kingdom, during 17th century. Chhatrapati Shivaji, in possession around 360 forts at the time of his death. Forts were making process to defeat enemy and it can be utilize for defense area in north against few nation, which support terrorist and terrorism. Many techniques, management and administration of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj are very important to learn new innovative ideas in streams of commando operations, naval force, secret agency, administration of govt., policy to make happy defense force and so on.

Every movement is based upon the good selection of the candidate to do the work effectively. In the selection process Chhatrapati Shivaji was very strict to pay attention to get outcome larger. He chooses militaries conferring to their behavior, skill, superiority and efficiency in efforts. Chhatrapati Shivaji personally enrolled himself in various battles and string operation against enemies. Chhatrapati Shivaji used limited manpower against his enemies.

Chhatrapati Shivaji utilized his war technique to beat biggest enemy with a limited manpower and techniques. In the much warfare, he succeeds with minimum men against the enemy. His soldiers willingly accepted his Ganimi Kawa technique. Natural resources used by Chhatrapati Shivaji against the enemies. His soldiers were trained to throw the stone to hit enemies head. They knew the short roots, some dangerous ways and many major secrets regarding jungle.
They moved in jungle during the war situation very free. Due to disciplines organization, force always found successful in the campaigning and every battle. Chhatrapati Shivaji planned perfectly about the each war. Therefore, soldiers were found in confident about the sure victory. Chhatrapati Shivaji always manages the division of working system very strictly and his soldiers implemented very effectively during the warfare situation.

Chhatrapati Shivaji was the supreme chief of his army. Sarnobat (Senapati) was responsible for the each movement of the armed force and he was an assigned head for the same. The system and skill of Chhatrapati Shivaji can be utilized in present generation very easily. This can be very vast innovation to utilize past into the present to get definite success. The history of Chhatrapati Shivaji’s status of management skills and method on the battleground can be realizing in today’s era for enemies.